The Architecture, Chemistry, and Evolution of Continental Magmatic Arcs
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Abstract
Continental magmatic arcs form above subduction zones where the upper plate is continental lithosphere and/or accreted transitional lithosphere. The best-studied examples are found along the western margin of the Americas. They are Earth’s largest sites of intermediate magmatism. They are long lived (tens to hundreds of millions of years) and spatially complex; their location migrates laterally due to a host of tectonic causes. Episodes of crustal and lithospheric thickening alternating with periods of root foundering produce cyclic vertical changes in arcs. The average plutonic and volcanic rocks in these arcs straddle the compositional boundary between an andesite and a dacite, very similar to that of continental crust; about half of that comes from newly added mafic material from the mantle. Arc products of the upper crust differentiated from deep crustal (>40 km) residual materials, which are unstable in the lithosphere. Continental arcs evolve into stable continental masses over time; trace elemental budgets, however, present challenges to the concept that Phanerozoic arcs are the main factories of continental crust.
1. INTRODUCTION

Continental arcs, also known as Andean-type or Cordilleran-type arcs, represent the product of subduction magmatism where the upper plate is continental and/or accreted transitional lithosphere. The active-type example is the Andean arc of South America. Well-studied deeply exhumed analogs to the Andean volcanic arc occur as composite batholiths along western North America. The South and North American arcs are complements to each other—one exposes the surficial products and is active, whereas the other provides intrusive sections after the volcanic rocks have been eroded. Subduction magmatism is driven by dehydration reactions in the downgoing slab, whether the upper plate is oceanic, continental, or transitional (Gill 1981). For that reason, petrology and tectonics textbooks commonly treat these situations as comparable. However, this is an oversimplification, as continental arcs are significantly more tectonically complex, typically form in areas of thick crust, have compositions that are higher in silica, and can be much longer lived than island arcs. Thus, the magmatic mechanisms operating in Andean arcs contain another layer of complexity compared with those in oceanic island arcs (e.g., Jagoutz & Kelemen 2015). Unraveling continental arc evolution from petrologic, geochemical, and tectonic perspectives is challenging and has great significance for understanding the formation and evolution of continental crust.

Classic papers on Andean-type arc magmatism, based on either the plutonic-dominated record in North America or the volcanic-dominated archive of the Andes, date back to the 1960s to 1980s (Bateman & Eaton 1967, Kistler & Peterman 1978, DePaolo 1981, Gromet & Silver 1987, Hildreth & Moorbath 1988). Experimental work on dehydration melting of mafic rocks (Wolf & Wyllie 1994, Rapp & Watson 1995), together with a more detailed understanding of wet melting of peridotites (Grove et al. 2012), has clarified plausible mechanisms for generating intermediate arc magmas. The 1980s and 1990s also brought the discovery of several new tilted crustal sections through magmatic arcs and xenolith localities, some of which expose the deeper crust of Andean arcs (e.g., Pickett & Saleeby 1993). Subsequently, new research on arc magmatism focused on magmatic fluxes and relationships between arc magmatism and the tectonics of the Americas (Ducea 2001, DeCelles et al. 2009, Paterson et al. 2011). Thermodynamic models have elucidated melting relations in the deepest and least-exposed parts of the arc systems—the lower crust (e.g., Dufek & Bergantz 2005). Another critical new direction for arc magmatism was the study of the foundering of arc roots, an apparent requisite for magmatism to proceed in long-lived Andean-type systems (Kay & Kay 1993, Saleeby et al. 2003).

This article considers several interrelated Andean-type arc topics: the relationship between the extrusive and intrusive levels and the vertical structure of such arcs, arc composition in relation to complementary roots, tectonic causes for magmatic flux variability, and the incorporation of arcs into stabilized continental crust. We draw exclusively from data from the Americas. Similar arcs exist in the geologic record; they are mentioned and compared with the examples reviewed here.

2. GEOLOGIC BACKGROUND AND EXAMPLES

2.1. Terminology

Subduction-related magmatism takes place in the upper plate of convergent margins, rendering magmatic arcs (Figure 1). If both plates are oceanic, they are referred to as oceanic or island arcs. The western Aleutians and the Marianas are modern examples of this end-member (Ishizuka et al. 2011). If the upper plate is continental, they are referred to as continental, Cordilleran-type, or Andean-type arcs. The modern Andes are the best example of this end-member (Mamani et al.
2.2. Extensional Versus Compressional Arcs

The upper plate of a continental arc can be extensional, compressional, or neutral. Under extension, the upper plate develops basins that can occur anywhere from the backarc to the forearc region, with crustal thickness remaining relatively small (∼30 km). Some earlier Andean arcs were American continental areas separated by sizable marine basins that formed across extended continental crust [e.g., the Jurassic arc of Chile (Rossel et al. 2013) and the Famatinian arc (Otamendi et al. 2012)]. In contrast, compressional arcs form while the upper plate undergoes crustal and lithospheric thickening, as is the case for the modern Central Andes. The crust under such arcs can be ∼70 km thick (Isacks 1988), and the backarc areas develop large plateaus such as the Altiplano-Puna and the inferred Mesozoic–Cenozoic plateaus of western North America (Chamberlain et al. 2012). Moreover, large fold and thrust belts develop on the inboard side, with material being fed from the continental interior into the core of the orogen (Figure 1). Overall, the upper plate contains a wide (up to hundreds of kilometers) region of thicker crust. Under extreme thickening, and when the slab dip is shallow, convection in the mantle wedge is shut off because there is too much accumulated lithosphere to allow room for asthenospheric mantle to convect above the slab. Magmatism either migrates inboard or temporarily shuts off under such circumstances, as
in the southern part of the central Andes today. These conditions provide snapshots of the life of arcs, cycling between extensional and compressional states (e.g., DeCelles et al. 2009, Girardi et al. 2012) due either to large-scale changes in subduction parameters or to episodes of root foundering.

Volcanic covers of compressional arcs commonly lie along elevated regions such as the Western Cordillera of the central Andes or the dissected early Sierra Nevada (House et al. 1998), as a consequence of thickened crust. Extensional arcs form across more subdued uplands such as the Cascades or even the partly submerged Jurassic arcs of California (Busby-Spera 1988) and Chile (Rossel et al. 2013).

### 2.3. Compositional Diversity

Most arcs occur as linear or arcuate tracks of volcanoes that are 25–150 km wide and parallel to the trench ~100–125 km above the subducting slab (Figure 1) (Stern 2002, Grove et al. 2012). This is the depth above which slabs render most of their water via solid dehydration reactions, releasing it into the overlying mantle wedge (Hacker et al. 2003). The solidus of the mantle wedge is lowered because the presence of water promotes extensive wet peridotite melting and generation of basalts (Gaetani & Grove 1998). Most igneous rocks formed above subduction zones contain significant amounts of volatiles (H₂O, CO₂), have a large range of silica contents (Figure 2a), are calc-alkaline (Figure 2b), and have distinctive trace elemental patterns as compared with rocks from other tectonic settings (Pearce & Peate 1995). This is thought to be due to the presence of water in the source region and the stability of hydrous phases that are otherwise rare within the upper mantle.

Peridotite melting leads to the formation of basalts, although low-percent partial melts formed at shallow mantle levels (typically not applicable to continental arcs) can, under certain circumstances, generate basaltic andesites or high-Mg# andesites (Kelemen 1995, Müntener et al. 2001.
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(a) Diagram of silica versus total alkalis (Na₂O + K₂O), showing a typical compositional range of a suite of cogenetic arc-related rocks constituting a segment of the Coast Mountains composite batholith in British Columbia. (b) AFM ternary diagram showing the calc-alkaline compositions of the rocks in panel a. Figure constructed using data from Girardi et al. (2012).
Goss et al. 2013). This cannot be volumetrically significant at global scale. The origin of basalts and basaltic andesites in arcs has unresolved details (Grove et al. 2012) but is fairly well understood. However, continental arcs are on average more silicic than basalt, and therefore require an additional step in their magmatic evolution (Rudnick 1995). The nature of this additional step has been a long-standing issue in igneous petrology: Closed-system fractionation, assimilation of framework rocks, remelting of preexisting mafic rocks located in the deep crust, or a combination of these is plausible for silica enrichment and sympathetic geochemical trends (see Section 6). Regardless, generating large volumes of intermediate rocks on average also requires large amounts of residual masses that are not depleted peridotites (common mantle olivine-rich rocks) (Ducea 2002); such materials are rarely seen in surface exposures but are postulated to form abundantly at depths greater than those exposed in orogenic belts (Saleeby et al. 2003, Lee et al. 2006).

2.4. Major Continental Arcs of the Americas

Below we describe the major subduction-related arcs of the Americas, other significant arcs in the geologic record, and some of the tilted sections that expose deeper segments of arcs.

2.4.1. Extinct arcs. The western North American Cordillera comprises a continuous belt of arc products (mostly intrusive) from Alaska to Baja California (Figure 3a). These are the great North American batholiths, with ages ranging from Triassic to Eocene (Table 1) (Anderson 1990). All these batholiths are the products of the subduction of the Farallon plate and its derivatives under North America. The main batholithic segments, from south to north, are the Peninsular Ranges batholith (Baja California and southernmost California), the Sierra Nevada batholith and adjacent terrains (California), the Idaho batholith (Idaho and Montana), and the Coast Mountains batholith (Washington, British Columbia, and Alaska). Among them, the Sierra Nevada batholith is one of the most studied arc segments on Earth (Bateman & Eaton 1967, Saleeby 1990), owing greatly to its easy access and outstanding exposures. The Coast Mountains batholith is the world’s largest continuous composite batholith, having produced >10^6 km^3 of granitoid magmas over its >150 Myr of evolution. The locations of arcs vary over time, and during periods of shallow subduction they are found significantly inland compared with the average distance from the trench; such is the case with the belt of arc-related magmatism that formed during the Laramide orogeny (75–35 Ma) in the interior of the North American Cordillera due to shallow subduction (Barton 1996). This extensive belt of plutons that makes up the Cordilleran interior arc is well exposed in Arizona, Nevada, and parts of Utah, but similar interior plutons are found elsewhere during shallow subduction. Central American Mesozoic–Cenozoic batholithic belts constitute much of the modern forearc for the active arc above the Cocos subducting plate (Ducea et al. 2004). In South America, subduction commenced during the Cambrian along the western proto-Andean margin. Numerous extinct arc segments exist; of them, the most significant Paleozoic arcs are the Pampean (Cambrian) and Famatinian (Ordovician), which form extensive belts of plutonic and volcanic rocks occupying much of the Central and Southern Andes. Permian to Mesozoic intrusive suites, such as the Peruvian coastal batholith (Mamani et al. 2008, Demouy et al. 2012), are similar in size and composition to the great North American batholiths.

2.4.2. Active arcs. Volcanic arcs occur along most of the western side of Central and South America (Table 1, Figure 3b). These consist of the Trans-Mexican volcanic belt (Ferrari et al. 2012); the Central American arc (Wegner et al. 2011); and the northern (Hall et al. 2008, Stern 2011), central (Mamani et al. 2010), and southern (Hildreth & Moorbath 1988, Stern & Kilian 1996) segments of the Andes. Gaps between segments of Quaternary volcanoes reflect special
Figure 3
(a) Map showing the locations of major North American Mesozoic to early Cenozoic batholiths. Modified with permission from Paterson et al. (2011). (b) Map showing the distribution of the most important active stratovolcanoes (red circles) along the modern subduction margins of Central and South America. Constructed using GeoMapApp software.

conditions (ridge subduction, ultrashallow slabs) inferred to prevent magma generation (Kay et al. 2005). The Cascades arc in the Pacific Northwest marks the subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate under North America—the last subducting segment of the remaining eastern Pacific realm (Schmidt & Gruner 2011)—and the eastern part of the Aleutian arc transitions to continental as it extends onto the crust of the Alaska Peninsula.

2.4.3. Major continental arcs outside the Americas. Several post-Rodinia breakup (<700 Ma) continental arcs occur outside of the Americas. Older Precambrian arcs exist as well, but their preservation is poor due to subsequent orogenic reworking. Among them (Table 1), some of the most significant arcs are the Gandese arc, in southern Tibet (>200–50 Ma); the Lachlan arc, in eastern Australia (450–340 Ma); the Caledonian arc of the Appalachians, in the eastern United States (550–460 Ma); the Variscan arc, in Europe (370–290 Ma); and the Fiordland arc, in New Zealand (170–100 Ma).
Table 1  List of some major subduction-related continental and transitional continental magmatic arcs since the breakup of Rodinia (~750 Ma)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arc</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Age range (Ma)</th>
<th>Exposure^a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cascades</td>
<td>Northwestern United States</td>
<td>35–0</td>
<td>Volcanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andes (sensu stricto), with three geographic subdivisions</td>
<td>Western South America</td>
<td>200–0</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans-Mexican volcanic belt and ancient correlatives</td>
<td>Mexico to Panama</td>
<td>160–0</td>
<td>Volcanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Nevada</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>250–80</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peninsular Ranges</td>
<td>Baja, Mexico</td>
<td>200–80</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiordland</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>170–100</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idaho batholith</td>
<td>Northwestern United States</td>
<td>160–80</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coast Mountains</td>
<td>Southeastern Alaska and British Columbia</td>
<td>200–50</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gandese</td>
<td>Southern Tibet</td>
<td>250–40</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladakh-Kohistan</td>
<td>Himalaya</td>
<td>100–50</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variscan</td>
<td>Western and central Europe</td>
<td>350–290</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pampean-Famatinian</td>
<td>Peru to Argentina</td>
<td>550–465</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appalachian Caledonian</td>
<td>Eastern United States</td>
<td>560–440</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lachlan</td>
<td>Eastern Australia</td>
<td>450–340</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Caledonian</td>
<td>Europe, various</td>
<td>500–400</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Cadomian</td>
<td>Europe, various</td>
<td>650–500</td>
<td>Plutonic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Denotes main exposure levels: volcanic, plutonic, or mixed.

2.4.4. Deeply exhumed arcs. Table 2 lists significant tilted exposures of Phanerozoic continental and transitional continental arcs along with their ages and paleodepths. It also lists the main xenolith localities where arc-related assemblages from the deepest crust and uppermost mantle are found. Of the tilted sections, the Sierra de Valle Fértil (central Argentina) is an exceptionally well-exposed section through the middle to lower crust of a transitional arc, documenting the nature of mafic magmatism and its differentiation to higher silica contents at 15–25 km depths (Otamendi et al. 2012). The Salinian block in central coastal California possesses similarities to the Valley Fértil area in terms of exposure depths and compositions and in that it was built onto

Table 2  Tilted exposures of island and continental arcs and ranges of paleodepths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arc</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Age range (Ma)</th>
<th>Depth range (km)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kohistan</td>
<td>Pakistan, India</td>
<td>Island</td>
<td>100–50</td>
<td>0–55</td>
<td>Jagoutz &amp; Behn 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talkeetna</td>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td>Island</td>
<td>200–150</td>
<td>0–10; 20–30</td>
<td>Hacker et al. 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salinia</td>
<td>California</td>
<td>Continental</td>
<td>95–80</td>
<td>5–30</td>
<td>Kiddler et al. 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiordland</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>Continental</td>
<td>170–100</td>
<td>15(?)–50</td>
<td>De Paoli et al. 2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a relatively thin continental crust (Kidder et al. 2003, Chapman et al. 2014). The deeply exposed parts of the Coast Mountains batholith (Girardi et al. 2012), the Cascades core (Miller et al. 2009), and the southern Sierra Nevada (Saleeby 1990) sections are examples of longer-lived segments of deep arc crust; in addition to abundant mafic rocks and evidence for incorporation of upper plate rocks via partial melting, these segments show extensive high-temperature metamorphism and partial melting to generate granulitic residues. Even deeper assemblages of arc roots are found in xenolith suites and are either granulitic, similar to the exposed sections mentioned above, or eclogitic; the world’s best deep arc suites are the central Sierra Nevada (Ducea & Saleeby 1998) and Colombian Mercaderes (Rodriguez-Vargas et al. 2005) xenolith localities. The deepest part of the Cretaceous Fiordland arc section, in New Zealand, tectonically exposes similar eclogitic rocks, but their discovery is recent and study is in progress (De Paoli et al. 2009).

3. SPATIAL FOOTPRINTS AND TEMPORAL PATTERNS

3.1. Lateral Geometry of Arcs

The typical width of active continental arc magmatism is \( \sim 20–30 \) km at any given time, depending on magma focusing. Therefore, the typical arc footprint can be simplified as a 25-km-wide rectangular area parallel to the trench. Additionally, backarc regions, which also generate magmas, may extend the magmatic footprint beyond the main (frontal) arc. The time-integrated footprint of an Andean arc can be very large in that the frontal arc magmatism can sweep inboard or outboard relative to a fixed location within the upper plate. Most commonly, arcs migrate continuously at rates of 1–5 mm/yr (Gehrels et al. 2009, Cecil et al. 2012). The classic explanation for these sweeps is a change in slab dip. In contrast, the location of arc magmatism can suddenly migrate by hundreds of kilometers, as it is the case for the well-studied inboard migration of magmatism in the western United States during the latest Cretaceous Laramide orogeny. Although changes in slab dip due to subduction of seamounts and plateaus are plausible reasons for such sudden episodes of magmatic migration, an equally plausible explanation is that trenches migrate during catastrophic episodes of subduction erosion (inboard) or accretion of terranes such as island arcs (outboard). Regardless of whether the migration is steady state or is a dramatic and sudden jump relative to the trench, the net result is that long-lived magmatic arcs can leave a footprint several hundreds of kilometers wide from the trench to the interior of the upper plate. The overall structural width of the arc can then be subsequently widened by extensional collapse of the upper plate. The Coast Mountains batholith in southeastern Alaska and British Columbia was active between 210 and 50 Ma (Gehrels et al. 2009) and has a total width of 250 km; in the central Andes, post-Jurassic volcanic or plutonic arc-related rocks have a width of 300–650 km.

3.2. Lifetime and Fluxes of Arcs

Continental arcs tend to have longer life spans than island arcs if subduction is long lived; the Andes arc grew over \( \sim 500 \) Myr, whereas island arcs are documented to be active for at most \( \sim 50–60 \) Myr (Paterson et al. 2011), typically terminated by a collisional event. It is common for continental arc segments to be active for over 100 Myr. The Andes and the North American Cordillera have incorporated several island arcs as terranes into the continental margin by tectonic accretion.

Fluxes of magma can be calculated for select arcs for which enough geochronometric and surface mapping data are available. Ages of continental arcs are typically determined using U-Pb systematics on zircon (Mattinson 2013), because intermediate calc-alkaline rocks contain abundant zircon. Magmatic fluxes are quantified as magmatic addition rates (volume per kilometer length of arc per time) or, most commonly, as apparent intrusive rates (surface area per time) (see Paterson
Apparent magmatic intrusive fluxes in the North American batholiths (from Ducea 2001, Paterson et al. 2011), showing the non-steady-state behavior of magmatism in subduction systems. Apparent intrusive rate is equal to the surface area of a given age range within the arc region divided by time (in km²/Myr). See Paterson et al. (2011) for more detailed definitions.

et al. 2011 for a review). Intrusive rates can vary by an order of magnitude during the lifetime of a continental arc (e.g., Gehrels et al. 2009) and are characterized by 5–20-Myr high-flux (flare-up) events (∼1,000 km²/Myr) separated by longer (30–40 Myr) magmatic lulls (∼100 km²/Myr). This tempo is such that flare-up events dominate the mass budget of arcs (Ducea & Barton 2007).

**Figure 4**

Apparent intrusive fluxes for the main North American batholiths (Paterson et al. 2011). A complementary record of arc magmatism can be obtained from volcanic rocks, as well as from the detrital archive accumulated in forearcs and backarcs from arc erosion. All existing lines of evidence suggest that the non-steady-state behavior of the North American arcs is typical for continental arcs (DeCelles et al. 2009) as well as most island arcs (Jicha et al. 2006), with 60–90% of magmatic additions representing flare-ups (Ducea et al. 2015).

**4. A VERTICAL SCAN OF CONTINENTAL ARCS**

From top to bottom, continental arcs are made of (a) a volcanic cover with hypabyssal bodies typically intruded into the volcanics; (b) a batholith, i.e., a large accumulation of hundreds to thousands of stocks, dikes, and sills (Coleman et al. 2004, Gehrels et al. 2009); and (c) a root region made primarily of mafic-ultramafic cumulates and residues complementing the surface and batholithic intrusions, as well as mafic rocks representing frozen basaltic melts (Saleeby et al. 2003). **Figure 5** shows a schematic cross section through a continental arc, as explained below.

The transition depth range between volcanic and plutonic is not sharp but occurs immediately under the 2–4-km-thick volcanic carapace. It is common for subvolcanic bodies to intrude into slightly older volcanics. Beneath that boundary lie the batholiths. The transition from felsic/intermediate batholiths to more mafic deeper crust varies from arc to arc and is located at ∼20–30 km depth. The deeper crust typically comprises mafic intrusives and mafic and ultramafic cumulates and restites (see below). In contrast to the overall verticality of primary structure in the shallow to mid-crust, most planar features in the deep crust (cumulate layers, metamorphic
Figure 5
Schematic cross section through a continental arc from the volcanic cover to the top of the arc root (after Saleeby et al. 2003 and Paterson et al. 2011). The vertical continuation of the root is represented by abundant garnet- and/or amphibole-bearing pyroxenites, which gradually give way to typical upper mantle peridotites below 60–100 km depth. The depicted section is based on structural relations of an oblique crustal section from ~5–35 km depth at the southern end of the Sierra Nevada.

Foliation, solidus to hot subsolidus plastic fabrics) tend to be near-horizontal. The depth to the change from steep to horizontal primary structure is a key feature of the architecture of a continental arc (Figure 5).

4.1. Volcanoes
Exposures of active arcs are dominated by volcanic constructs. Large Andean stratovolcanoes can reach 4 km above the average local elevation (De Silva & Francis 1989) and are built over several millions of years (5–10 Myr), yet unless the edifices are collapsed or subject to unusually high erosion rates, only a fraction of the eruption record is exposed (see Paterson et al. 2011). Voluminous stratovolcanoes hold up the high-elevation Western Cordillera of the Andes. In contrast, extinct arcs tend to be eroded to plutonic levels, with the volcanic cover preserved only as remnants, either as blocks preserved within the largely plutonic record or as relics eroded...
away into the sedimentary basins. It is rare for an arc to preserve a window into both its volcanic top and its plutonic root [for notable exceptions see parts of the Laramide Cordilleran interior arcs, Arizona and Nevada (Barton 1996)]. Despite the large volumes erupted in continental arc volcanoes, the volcanic-to-plutonic ratio is highly variable but small, ranging from 1:2 to 1:20 (Paterson et al. 2011). This suggests that the greatest volume of magma freezes at depth in arc magmatism, and only a small volume erupts.

The principal eruptive centers in continental arcs include stratovolcanoes and large calderas. Many of the Andean stratovolcanoes alternate rhyolite-dacite ash-flow tuffs with andesitic lava flows. Central edifice eruptions are complemented by the formation of secondary cones, domes, and calderas, including large resurgent calderas. Stratovolcanoes have a spacing of about 50–80 km along arc strike (Figure 1). Rare windows into the volcanic archive are provided by deep canyons carved through the southern Peruvian arc; the Colca and Cotahuasi Rivers in southern Peru expose a 4-km-thick record of andesitic/dacitic volcanism spanning 10–15 Myr (Thouret et al. 2007). Roots of volcanoes display hypabyssal bodies intruded into the volcanic cover, as is the case for extinct and partially eroded edifices such as the Aconcagua paleovolcano (Irigoyen et al. 2000). These proximal subvolcanic levels are the richest in hydrothermal ore deposits (Sillitoe 1997). In the extinct arcs of North America, dismembered and tilted fragments of the volcanic cover are occasionally found as framework rocks to younger plutons, as is the case for the 100 Ma Minarets caldera, which is intruded by the 93–88 Ma Tuolumne intrusive suite in the central Sierra Nevada (Fiske & Tobisch 1994).

4.2. Batholiths

Most intrusive continental arcs are exposed to relatively shallow (5–10 km) paleodepths (see Chapman et al. 2012 for a review exemplifying the Sierra Nevada, illustrated in Figure 6), as indicated by igneous barometric techniques (e.g., Al in hornblende) or pressure determinations on framework metamorphic assemblages (Barton et al. 1988). These exposures are typically deeper than the volcanic-hypabyssal transition but rarely exceed the upper fifth of a typical Cordilleran batholith. At these depths, the great majority of all Cordilleran batholiths are intermediate (tonalite to granodiorite) in composition. They represent a combination of frozen melts and the cumulate crystal loads frozen in the crust. Typically, they have numerous mafic enclaves, attesting to the presence of mafic magmatism in their heat and mass budgets, but true gabbroic intrusives are subordinate. The predominant geometry of plutons in Cordilleran batholiths is one of numerous stocks, many of them composite, commonly bounded by vertical contacts with metasedimentary framework rocks displaying steep to vertical foliation and lineation acquired during the emplacement of plutons. The general appearance is one of vertical pathways, with plutons being pushed upward and framework rocks engaged into downward return flow (e.g., Saleeby et al. 2003). Geodynamic models suggest that the entire lower part of the crust beneath continental arcs engages in a convective process of crustal overturn (Babeyko & Sobolev 2005), thus facilitating the vertical transport suggested by field observations in batholiths.

The subvolcanic accumulation of intermediate calc-alkaline magmas in continental arcs makes up the Cordilleran batholiths. These record arc migrations through time, as well as flare-up events, better than the volcanic record does. Map areas consist of 90–95% batholithic material and subordinate metamorphic framework. Domains that represent the immediate roots to volcanic edifices can be identified in some batholiths—for example, the Tuolumne and Whitney intrusive suites of the Sierra Nevada (Figure 6), whose map views reflect the ring fractures of large calderas with nested stratocones. These are among the latest plutons of the Sierras, and they stand out in Figure 6 as shallower intrusives. Although a wide range of chemical compositions exists in
Figure 6
Intrusive pressures in kilobars (each kilobar represents approximately 3.3 km below surface) contoured across the Sierra Nevada batholith (from a synthesis by Chapman et al. 2012). The great majority of Cordilleran batholiths, including this one, are exposed to relatively shallow levels (∼7–8 km on average). Black dots are individual data points used for contouring.
most batholiths, the majority of plutons are tonalities and granodiorites (see Section 5). Magma transport is predominantly vertical (Paterson & Fowler 1993). Geochemical and mineral mode variations are minimal in the map view of batholiths progressing from the subvolcanic to deep levels (20–35 km deep).

The process of assimilation of host rocks is inefficient at most exposed batholithic levels to account for first-order compositional variations, suggesting that such variations are attained at deeper levels (DePaolo 1981), from a poorly understood depth range of melting, assimilation, storage, and homogenization (the MASH zone) (Hildreth & Moorbath 1988). Limited assimilation and partial melting of most fertile framework rocks such as pelitic-psammitic assemblages are evident in metamorphic pendant rocks located at >20 km paleodepth (Zeng et al. 2005), but the net effect of these partial melts on compositional variations is only locally significant. Evidence for fractionation of batholithic melts exists at all exposed levels, in the form of cumulates (Zak et al. 2007). This is a minor process in generating volumetrically significant magmatic variations, because plagioclase, which is the main phase seen in cumulates, is a difficult phase to segregate from an intermediate magma on the basis of density contrast. From volcanic levels to >30 km depth, the crust is to first order just the carrier and resting place for arc magmas, whereas most geochemical diversity is acquired at deeper levels, in the arc roots.

4.3. Arc Roots

A transition from vertical to subhorizontal planar fabrics occurs at 20–35 km beneath Cordilleran batholiths. In rare instances offered by oblique arc sections—e.g., the Salinian arc (Kidder et al. 2003) and the Famatinian arc in the Sierra de Valle Fértel (Otamendi et al. 2012) (Figure 7)—this transition can be observed. It marks the bottom of batholiths and is characterized by a significant downward increase in mafic material (commonly cumulates). Paleohorizontality is best approximated using facing criteria in cumulates. Stock-like plutons can still intrude into the nearly horizontal framework, but they are less common and reflect the very latest stages of magmatism, when the deeper crustal section was already being unroofed (Chapman et al. 2014).

At these mid- to deep crustal levels, the most abundant rocks are mafic additions from the mantle (amphibole-bearing gabbros and amphibolitized mafites), preexisting metasedimentary rocks, and various basement rocks of the upper plate. They are typically metamorphosed under amphibolite to granulite facies (Depine et al. 2008) during arc magmatism, and framework rocks are commonly migmatized. Numerous interactions exist between the new mafic additions and the framework rock, and they are detailed in Section 6. A characteristic of some (Fiordland, southern Sierra Nevada, Salinia), but not all (e.g., Sierra de Valle Fértel) deeper arc sections is that the mafic-dominated material has partially remelted via dehydration reactions involving hornblende and with new garnet growth on the solidus. We hypothesize that those arcs that have been long enough lived and had thick enough crust to experience this dehydration remelting of the lower crust are the ones that generate higher-silica rocks in the upper crust and convectively removable residues (see Section 5). The most common migmatitic texture observed in the field among sections that experienced remelting (Figure 8) is the growth of isotropic large (>3–5 mm) garnet crystals surrounded by plagioclase-rich leucosomes. In all exposed sections, the dominant mineral is plagioclase. In summary, the majority of exposed arc roots have paleodepths of 20–35 km and contain upper amphibolite to granulite facies rocks and new mafic additions from the mantle, and they commonly display migmatitic fabrics, occurring either due to melting of fertile framework assemblages or as the product of partial melting of the recently intruded mafic component.

Still, modern arcs such as the central Andes have much thicker crust [up to 75–80 km (Gilbert et al. 2006)] than the above-mentioned exposed sections. The composition of the true deep
Figure 7
A simplified cross section through the Sierra de Valle Fértil (Argentina) mountain range showing the transition from arc root assemblages on the left (west) to the main batholith toward the right (east), with equilibration pressures and temperatures and equivalent depths below the surface (after Tibaldi et al. 2013). This tilted arc crustal section is part of the Ordovician Famatinian arc.

Parts of the crust under a continental arc may be exposed only in New Zealand, in Fiordland (De Paoli et al. 2009). The other remarkably deeply exhumed arc section is the Kohistan arc (Jagoutz & Schmidt 2013 and references therein), although Kohistan is not truly a continental arc but rather a transitional oceanic arc. Both contain rocks that were as deep as 55 km below the surface during arc formation and show a gradual transition from shallower plagioclase-bearing igneous cumulates/residues and granulite facies rocks to plagioclase-free garnet-rich lithologies (Clarke et al. 2013). Below approximately 50 km, the arc root becomes dominated by pyroxene with amphibole and with or without garnet; these rocks, which are complementary to arc rocks and eclogite facies rocks formed in equilibrium with a melt (Lee et al. 2006), are sometimes referred to as arclogites. Arclogites are better known as xenoliths incorporated in volcanic rocks that erupted from arc regions; the world’s best examples are found in Miocene volcanic rocks from the Sierra Nevada (Ducea & Saleeby 1996, Lee et al. 2000) and Quaternary rocks from the Mercaderes region, in the northern Andes (Rodriguez-Vargas et al. 2005).

The Sierra Nevada arclogites are garnet clinopyroxenites with various amounts of amphibole and orthopyroxene and are also referred to as low-Mg pyroxenites by Lee et al. (2006). These xenoliths are samples from a pressure range of 1.2–2 GPa, indicating that they may occupy a large depth range within the arc root section (see Saleeby et al. 2003 for a review). As xenoliths reaching as much as 15 cm in diameter, they do not provide a geologic context for observation; however, these samples and others (garnet-free clinopyroxenites, amphibole clinopyroxenites, etc.), which are less studied because they do not contain assemblages suitable for barometry, represent our best physical evidence for the nature of continental arc roots from ∼35 to >70 km deep. Indeed, the greatest range of depth for thick compressional arc roots appears to be populated by plagioclase-free residual and/or cumulate material that is rich in clinopyroxene, amphibole, and/or...
Figure 8
Typical mafic migmatitic textures in deeply exposed sections of arcs that experienced a secondary melting event. This photograph is from the Grimes Beach area in the Salinian Coast Belt, central California, which is a deep crustal exposure of a late Cretaceous continental arc (Kidder et al. 2003, Chapman et al. 2014). Photograph by M.N. Ducea.

garnet. These rare xenolith assemblages are similar in composition to predictions made by dehydration melting experiments on wet basalts and andesites at >40 km (Wolf & Wyllie 1994, Rapp & Watson 1995) and thermodynamic models using the MELTS algorithm (Ducea 2002), and to the Fiordland field exposures, where eclogitic rocks are exposed (Clarke et al. 2013).

5. GEOCHEMISTRY: COMPOSITIONAL AVERAGES

5.1. Volcanic Arcs and Batholiths

Continental arcs are characterized by a wide range of major elemental compositions from basalts to rhyolite, typically without compositional gaps (Figure 2). This diversity makes estimates of compositional averages rather difficult. Basalts are relatively common in island arcs (Gill 1981, Grove et al. 2012) but much less common in continental arcs. For example, less than 6% of the exposed Sierra Nevada batholith (>250,000 km² of plutons including the main batholith, its dismembered southern California blocks, and parts that are covered by younger sediments in the Great Valley) is mafic (Coleman & Glazner 1998). Even the most mafic rocks within the wide spectrum of compositions in most Cordilleran arcs are typically not primitive mantle melts. The average major elemental compositions of the volcanic record of the Central Andes, the Cascades arc, the Central American volcanic belt (Costa Rica), and the Trans-Mexican volcanic belt are
Table 3  Average major elemental compositions (in wt% oxides) and trace elemental parameters of continental arcs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arc section</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>TiO₂</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
<th>FeOT</th>
<th>MnO</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>Na₂O</th>
<th>K₂O</th>
<th>P₂O₅</th>
<th>Sr/Y</th>
<th>La/Yb</th>
<th>Eu*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cascades arc</td>
<td>58.34</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>16.65</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>4.62</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>29.74</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central America arc</td>
<td>55.58</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>17.91</td>
<td>7.56</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>56.28</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans-Mexican volcanic belt</td>
<td>58.18</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>16.32</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>39.19</td>
<td>17.70</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Andes</td>
<td>61.65</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>4.86</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>40.59</td>
<td>25.67</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coast Mountains batholith</td>
<td>64.03</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>16.69</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>58.58</td>
<td>24.86</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Nevada batholith</td>
<td>63.09</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>15.98</td>
<td>4.91</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>5.07</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>42.79</td>
<td>28.71</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first four arc segments are volcanic rocks of Quaternary to Modern ages. The last two are the largest segments of Cordilleran batholiths in North America and span an age range comprising most of the Mesozoic and, in the case of the Coast Mountains batholith, the Paleogene. Eu* is the Eu anomaly (see sidebar, Trace Elemental Parameters).

The average compositions of these arc sections are clearly different, and their silica and other major oxide compositions range between those of island arcs and upper continental crust (Figure 9). The Central American arc, although clearly built on continental crust, is typical of an island arc in its average major elemental chemistry. Low silica averages appear to be typical given in Table 3. They are based on more than 20,000 data points; most of those data points are compiled within the GEOROC (http://georoc.mpch-mainz.gwdg.de/georoc/), NAVDAT (http://www.navdat.org), and Central Andes (http://andes.gzg.geo.uni-goettingen.de) online databases. Average major elemental compositions of two major North American batholithic segments are also presented in Table 3: the Sierra Nevada and the Coast Mountains batholiths. Most batholith data are available online in NAVDAT. In addition to major elements, we present some key average trace elemental parameters qualitatively indicative of the average depth of differentiation: Sr/Y, La/Yb, and Eu* (see sidebar, Trace Elemental Parameters).

The average compositions of these arc sections are clearly different, and their silica and other major oxide compositions range between those of island arcs and upper continental crust (Figure 9). The Central American arc, although clearly built on continental crust, is typical of an island arc in its average major elemental chemistry. Low silica averages appear to be typical

TRACE ELEMENTAL PARAMETERS

1. Sr/Y: High Sr/Y ratios in intermediate rocks require that plagioclase did not fractionate or was not on the solidus of the melting reaction; low Y concentration, suggests that garnet may have been present among the residue or fractionation phases. High Sr/Y ratios (>25) are indicative of a deeper crustal level of processing in magmas; positive correlations between Sr/Y and crustal thickness exist in modern arc magmas from the Andes.

2. La/Yb: Steep rare earth element (REE) patterns (corresponding to chondrite-normalized ratios of La/Yb >10) also mark the increasing role of garnet and/or amphibole in magmatic differentiations for intermediate rocks, therefore providing an additional proxy for crustal thickness.

3. Eu*: The Eu anomaly (Eu*) is the ratio of trace element Eu measured in an igneous rock to a model Eu concentration that would make the REE patterns, from light REE to heavy REE, smooth. Eu’s two neighboring elements, whose concentrations are averaged, are Nd and Gd. When plagioclase is a main phase involved in differentiation, intermediate rocks will have a negative Eu anomaly (and the Eu* will be a number distinctively lower than 1) because of the ability of plagioclase to partition unusually large amounts of Eu compared with other REE. If plagioclase is not involved, there will be no Eu anomaly, and the Eu* should be close to 1.
of modern extensional arcs, whereas the central Andean segment, which is the only modern compressional arc, has higher silica (>60 wt% SiO$_2$) on average. The two plutonic averages are higher in silica on average than volcanic rocks, although that too may reflect the fact that both the Sierra Nevada and the Coast Mountains batholiths have been compressional arcs, on average, through their long histories. These numbers illustrate the difficulty of determining an average chemical composition of arc magmas, but they do suggest that extensional arcs are less silicic than compressional arcs.

The average compositions of the Sierra Nevada and Coast Mountains batholiths and the central Andean volcanic arc straddle the boundary between a dacite and an andesite (or a tonalite/granodiorite), more silicic than island arcs (Table 4) and similar to recent estimates of the composition of bulk continental crust (see Rudnick & Gao 2003 for a review). Strictly in terms of major elemental compositions, the continental arcs of the Americas are the best matches to average continental crust—better than either island arcs or magmas formed at any other tectonic setting.

Figure 9
Silica versus (a) total alkalis, (b) total iron oxide (FeO$^T$), (c) Sr/Y, and (d) La/Yb for six major arc sections discussed in the text, compared with average continental crust and average island arcs. Abbreviations: AC, average crust; LC, average lower crust; UC, average upper crust (compositions from Rudnick & Gao 2003). Panel a modified with permission from LeBas et al. (1986).
Table 4  Average major elemental concentrations (in wt% oxides) in arc volcanoes, batholiths, and roots compared with island arcs and various estimates of bulk continental crust

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>TiO₂</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
<th>FeO</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>Na₂O</th>
<th>K₂O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volcanic cover a</td>
<td>58.44</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>16.71</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batholiths a</td>
<td>63.56</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>16.34</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arc roots b</td>
<td>44.78</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>13.21</td>
<td>12.73</td>
<td>11.78</td>
<td>12.93</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper crust c</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental crust c</td>
<td>57.03</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental crust d</td>
<td>60.60</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>15.90</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental crust e</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island arc crust f</td>
<td>57.72</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>15.16</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>7.32</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aFrom Table 3.
bDucea 2002.
dRudnick & Gao 2003.
eWeaver & Tarney 1984.

Because most arcs exposed to batholithic levels do not have their volcanic cover, it is hard to compare the chemistry of volcanic tops with that of their plutonic equivalents for any given arc. In rare cases where at least part of both records is available, such as the Cretaceous part of the Sierra Nevada, the comparison between major elemental averages does not show much of a difference between the two. This finding contrasts with the evidence from some island arcs, like the Jurassic Talkeetna arc, that the plutonic volume contains more silicic (tonalite and granodiorite) materials than the mostly basaltic volcanics do (Kelemen et al. 2004). We suggest that the major and trace elemental geochemistry of volcanoes and underlying batholiths is to first order similar, and there is no evidence that some crustal filter (e.g., density) operates at a large scale to fractionate total arc crust. Since the volume of magmas in arcs is so strongly dominated by plutonic materials, the composition of batholiths probably more accurately reflects the average of the arc, if slight differences do exist between volcanic and intrusive rocks.

All trace elemental indicators of depth of melt fractionation (Sr/Y, La/Yb, and Eu*) indicate that continental arcs, and especially compressional ones, were fractionated out of a garnet-rich and plagioclase-poor reservoir, at >40–45 km below the surface (Saleeby et al. 2003). Average Sr/Y and La/Yb are elevated in batholiths and volcanic arcs and correlate with silica (Figure 9), suggesting that the higher the silica content in an arc, the deeper the average fractionation depth and, by inference, the thicker the crust. In addition, these trace elemental ratios are remarkably different from upper crustal and bulk crustal averages. Crustal average ratios of Sr/Y (~10–12), La/Yb (~10), and Eu* (0.6–0.8) suggest that if arc magmatism was responsible for their differentiation, the continents represent an amalgamation of relatively thin arcs with primarily granulitic residues rather than the thicker compressional arcs discussed here.

5.2. Root Composition

The composition of the domain below the transition of primary arc structure from dominantly vertical to horizontal can be determined using the deep crustal sections mentioned above (e.g., Otamendi et al. 2012, Chapman et al. 2014) and, with less geologic control, using xenoliths from the deepest part of arc crust (Ducea 2002, Chin et al. 2013). Roots are primarily a mix of mafic magmas from the mantle, cumulate/residual assemblages from which more felsic materials...
evolve and ascend, and lesser amounts of preexisting crust, which is also typically residual and melt depleted. On major elemental diagrams, typical cumulate/residual major elemental trends are orthogonal to the main differentiation trend of the arc magmas. These trends are caused by the relative abundances of plagioclase, amphibole, pyroxenes, and garnet. These in turn vary as a function of the average chemical crust, the proportion of preexisting supracrustal material, and the depth of the differentiation and melt extraction processes. The Salinian and the Sierra de Valle Fértil lower crustal exposures reflect a mix of cumulates and mafic and intermediate melts at 20–25 km deep and average basaltic andesite (e.g., Ducea et al. 2003, Otamendi et al. 2012). The deeper parts of the Sierra Nevada batholith as well as equivalent depths from under the modern Andes in Colombia are known from granulite and eclogite facies xenoliths (Ducea 2002, Rodríguez-Vargas et al. 2005). The estimated root composition of these areas (Table 4) reflects the predominance of clinopyroxene, which is mixed with various proportions of low-silica garnet and amphibole. The average root composition is less silicic than average mantle peridotite and corresponds to materials that are at least 0.15 g/cm³ denser than peridotite (Hacker et al. 2003).

5.3. Radiogenic and Stable Isotopes

Overall, continental arc magmas show large upper plate inputs in their radiogenic isotopes (Sr, Nd, Pb, and Hf), although exactly how radiogenic they are on average is quite variable given the overall heterogeneity of continental lithosphere. The contribution of the upper plate can be most easily constrained if the upper plate is old. Nd isotopes are especially robust indicators of lithospheric residence age—the older the lithosphere, the more negative $\varepsilon_{Nd}$ values are (Ducea & Barton 2007). Negative excursions of Nd isotopes indicate an increased contribution from the upper plate, although these isotopes cannot distinguish between crustal versus mantle lithospheric contributions. Arcs emplaced into relatively old upper plate show clear cyclic behavior of radiogenic isotopes with time (these trends are determined within the silica concentration window of 55–65 wt%). Most instructive are the negative Nd isotopic excursions in the North American Cordillera, because they correlate with high-flux events (Barton 1996). Similar trends are observed for the central Andes in Sr isotopes (e.g., Haschke et al. 2002, Mamani et al. 2010), clearly indicating cyclic upper plate involvement, with increased upper plate contributions during high-flux magmatic events. Major advances in measuring Hf isotopes in situ on zircon crystals will undoubtedly lead to large databases of age–Hf isotope correlations in arcs and their associated sedimentary records (Laskowski et al. 2013).

Elevated $\delta^{18}$O in igneous rocks (>$7\%$ relative to standard mean ocean water) requires the presence of a recycled supracrustal component, as mantle-derived magmas have ratios around 5.5 ($\pm 0.5$). Sedimentary rocks in contact with the hydrosphere can have $\delta^{18}$O ratios as high as 20–25. That makes $\delta^{18}$O the best tool for fingerprinting preexisting supracrustal components. On average, arc magmas from continental settings have $\delta^{18}$O of $\sim 8.5$ (Ducea & Barton 2007), clearly indicating that preexisting crust that was close to the surface is an important component in arc magmas. Early phases of arc magmatism and high-flux magmatic events tend to exhibit increased $\delta^{18}$O values and upper plate radiogenic isotopic signatures (Ducea & Barton 2007).

One of the observations emerging from vertical studies of arcs is that single vertical sections through various arcs show similar isotopic signatures from top to bottom (e.g., Coleman & Glazner 1998, Ducea 2002, Girardi et al. 2012), indicating, again, that much of the heterogeneity in arcs at surface or shallow intrusive levels is inherited from very deep in the crust and mantle. Overall, the isotopic record of continental arcs leaves little doubt that a significant portion of the magmatic budget (around 50% on average) is derived from the upper plate.
6. PETROLOGIC MODELS

The origin of granite and Cordilleran-type batholithic belts has been a focus of petrology for
almost 250 years (see Pitcher 1993 for review). A modern rendering of this question is more
centered with the various compositional components that contribute mass and enthalpy and with
the processes that control fractionation, melting, assimilation, mixing, and eruption. Continental
and island arcs share many features, but have two important differences: (a) Continental crust
acts as a physical, compositional, and thermal filter and buffer, and (b) crustal signatures from
both subducted sediment and thick supracrustal packages can complicate mass flux and balance
calculations. So, although an isotopic signature of sediment can be established in the mantle source
region or in the crust, the differentiation processes that produce the diversity of magmas typical
of continental arcs occur primarily in the crust. One would expect that continental arcs would
reflect the greater thickness of the crust in the chemical controls exerted by phases like garnet
(Lee et al. 2006), the availability of supracrustal sediments, and the enhanced diversity of volcanic
styles, including the large-volume calderas (De Silva 1989, Mamani et al. 2010, Salisbury et al.
2011).

What are the sources, sites, and processes that produce the repeating crustal-scale composi-
tional stratification of continental arcs (Jagoutz 2014)? The advent of isotopic and crystal-chemical
techniques, especially microanalysis (Wallace & Bergantz 2005, Ramos & Teply 2008), has re-
vealed that continental arcs, once thought to originate simply as crustal melts in geosynclines
(Bateman & Eaton 1967), are instead mixtures of fractionating juvenile mantle and crustal ma-
terials. Hence, the notion of continental arc products “imaging their source” in any simple way
is misplaced (Davidson et al. 2005), as source regions are not fixed in composition or time. The
stochastic growth of the thermal prograde envelope during arc magmatism (Annen et al. 2006)
and the return of residual products of coupled fractionation and assimilation to the mantle by de-
lamination (Jagoutz & Schmidt 2013) produce an incomplete record of arc magmagenesis. Here
we discuss the most generic aspects of that process.

One of the greatest obstacles to understanding the chemical dynamics of the mantle-crust
connection in continental arcs is that samples of mafic liquids are rare. Mantle xenoliths are the
primary means by which such processes can be inferred (Ducea & Saleeby 1998). The few exposed
arc or crustal sections dominated by mafic igneous rocks are mostly from island arcs, juvenile
continental arcs, and extensional settings, and they generally don’t preserve extensive outcrops of
high-pressure assemblages (DeBari 1994, Barboza & Bergantz 2000, Greene et al. 2006, Jagoutz
et al. 2007, Larocque & Canil 2010, Otamendi et al. 2012). Nonetheless, there is a commonality
between continental arc xenoliths and island arc exposures in that the deepest mafic sequences are
cumulates, with typically high- to moderate-Mg# garnet pyroxenite, gabbronorites, and amphibole
gabbro with locally abundant dunites (Müntener et al. 2001, Lee et al. 2006, Jagoutz 2014),
depending on the depth at which juvenile mantle input initially occurs. The cumulate character
of these rocks is confirmed by the fact that the compositions, textures, and modes are unlike melts
in equilibrium with such a solid, as confirmed from piston cylinder experiments (Müntener et al.
2001, Blatter et al. 2013, Nandedkar et al. 2014). Even given complexities that arise over differing
initial H2O contents that will control the appearance of amphibole and the subsequent liquid line
of descent (Jagoutz et al. 2011), the record from the deep and/or ultramafic and mafic arc crust
is that it is dominated by cumulate processes, efficiently expelling more evolved melts and leaving
a residue that is typically very low in incompatible elements. This is the setting where the initial
transition to higher silica takes place, dominated initially by olivine and subsequently by pyroxene,
amphibole, Fe–Ti oxides, or some combinations of the above involving plagioclase as a function
of initial H2O content and pressure (Davidson & Arculus 2006, Davidson et al. 2007, Larocque
Importantly, fractional crystallization models are typically successful in predicting the association of mafic cumulates and more evolved magmas (Lee & Bachmann 2014).

The transition from largely sill-like mafic cumulates to intermediate bodies of tonalities that then transition up to granodiorites can be remarkably abrupt. In the Sierra de Valle Fértil arc crustal section in Argentina, this transition can be on the order of a few to tens of meters (Otamendi et al. 2009). This transition also marks a distinct change in the character of the plutonic rocks in that they no longer are obviously fully cumulate or have a sill-like form. Instead, their compositions, textures, and modes suggest that they are variably cumulate even within a single map unit. It is this variably cumulate character of the diorite-tonalite-granodiorite assemblages that produces much of the spread in major elemental diagrams (Figure 2). This absence of pervasive silicic cumulates reflects the interplay between the increase in melt viscosity and decrease in crystal density with increasing SiO₂, and a change in the way that enthalpy is related to crystallinity, with silicic rocks having an extended temperature interval over which they crystallize relative to more primitive compositions (Bergantz 1990, Dufek & Bachmann 2010, Lee & Bachmann 2014). This allows them to persist as hypersolidus mushes, subject to repeated open-system input and partial homogenization during which melt extraction is less efficient and takes place at higher melt fractions than in mafic bodies (Bachmann & Bergantz 2008b, Burgisser & Bergantz 2011). These crystal-rich mushes can be erupted as large-volume homogeneous sheets (Hildreth 1981, Bachmann & Bergantz 2008a) and produce some of the most voluminous explosive silicic eruptions. If the silicic mushes do not erupt, they can produce rhyolites by a process of interstitial melt extraction (Bachmann & Bergantz 2004, 2008c).

The mid- and upper crustal silicic units also become the repository for much of the crustal mass that is assimilated and fluxed upward. Thus, continental arcs have a dual nature in terms of process: a deep crust dominated by fractionation in the mafic “engine room,” yet leaving cumulate residues and extracted melts that have enriched isotopic, or crustal, assimilation signatures. In the lower crust, much of the evidence for crustal assimilation resides largely in the isotopic record, as expressed by mafic rocks with radiogenic Sr and Nd and by zircon with elevated δ¹⁸O. The majority of the assimilated mass is mixed with and expelled with silicic melts escaping from mafic mushes, a process termed MASH (melting, assimilation, storage, and homogenization) by Hildreth & Moorbath (1988). Continued, but less efficient, assimilation occurs in the mid- to upper crust, producing magmas that have significant mass largely inherited from the lower to mid-crust, but where the dominant process of differentiation is crystal-melt fractionation. This is because silicic melts are cooler and upper crustal temperatures are lower, making significant crustal assimilation more difficult.

In this view, the process of crustal assimilation is wholesale, in that assimilated crustal materials are not simply melts produced by proximal-contact metamorphic melting but instead are generated by progressive envelopment in the regional thermal aureole of the prograde fractionating arc. This implies a three-dimensional heat transfer regime as mafic magmas coalesce and digest lower crustal framework rocks, some of which may even be mafic precursors. However, simple contact melting is not particularly efficient in generating voluminous intermediate magmas by dehydration melting and migmatization alone, and requires basaltic mass fluxes that are extreme (Dufek & Bergantz 2005). In addition, such melts will not have the volatile contents required to stabilize amphibole, which is common in intermediate silicic rocks in continental arcs (Jagoutz & Schmidt 2013). In summary, the presence of enriched isotopic signatures from the deepest mafic/ultramafic cumulates to upper crustal granodiorites and related volcanic rocks reflects the interplay between fractionating and migrating crystal-rich systems initiated by juvenile mantle input, with significant mass contributions by assimilation primarily in the deep and mid-crust. This is promoted and sustained by continued mantle input. There is ample evidence for repeated basaltic intrusion
and mixing with the evolving silicic mid- and upper crust (Ruprecht et al. 2012); however the significance of this process as an essential part of producing the compositional spectrum, largely driven by crystal-melt fractionation, is unclear.

A volcanic example of this progression occurs at the Aucanquilcha volcanic cluster in the Chilean Andes, which preserves 11 Myr of arc activity (Grunder et al. 2008). The compositional trends mirror those of the xenolith and deep crustal section records: a compositionally diverse andesite-dacite sequence culminating in a compositionally restricted, more H2O-rich silicic dacite composition.

Further progress in understanding the timescales and controls on fractionation-assimilation processes will require a more detailed understanding of the mechanics of melt extraction and movement in crystal-rich systems. Simple models such as compaction do not capture the richness of multiphase processes exhibited by the rock record. And though there is still much to learn about the dynamics, the processes can be remarkably efficient in moving melts out of mushes and blending them during progressive assimilation and magma mixing.

7. TECTONICS AND EVOLUTIONARY TRENDS

Arcs evolve together with their hosting plate margins. Long-lived arcs display cyclic changes in their chemistry, isotopes, and fluxes. Some of the most important evolutionary features of continental arcs are summarized below.

7.1. Arc Initiation and S-Type Plutons

Early stages of continental arcs and transitional continental arcs commonly represent the product of mafic magma emplacement into a former passive margin. Passive margins are thick accumulations of ≥15 km of siliciclastic material. Such sediments are melt fertile in the mid- to lower crust. Earlier plutons in arcs of the Americas are dominated by S-type plutons, reflecting derivation from a passive margin source (see sidebar, Granitoid Types). For example, the Cambrian Pampean arc in South America is emplaced into the Puncoviscana formation, which is a classic passive margin sequence (Ramos 2008). Similarly, the Salinian arc was emplaced into the Cordilleran Paleozoic miogeoclinal sequence and its Mesozoic cover, leading to the formation of magmas enriched in radiogenic isotopes with high δ18O (Kistler & Champion 2001, Chapman et al. 2014) in the early stages of magmatism. A similar trend was observed in the earlier stages of magmatism in the Coast Mountains batholith (Wetmore & Ducea 2011), with high-δ18O magmas initially and plutons that are either S-type or crossover I- to S-type. Over time, the supracrustal input derived from partial melting of these sedimentary sequences decreases after a few tens of millions of years, and plutons become I-type. Unless a new mass of melt-fertile sedimentary material is tectonically added to the arc region upper plate by thrusting or diapiric rise of sediments from the subducting slab (e.g., Hall & Kincaid 2001, Behn et al. 2011), no new S-type plutons should form later in the evolution of the arc.

GRANITOID TYPES

I-type granitoids are igneous rocks typical of subduction-related magmas, and are primarily derived from mafic ascendants that originated in the mantle. S-type granitoids are magmatic rocks derived from the partial melting of sedimentary protoliths.
7.2. Accretion of Arcs
Numerous accreted arcs have been identified along the western margins of the Americas (e.g., Saleeby 1983, Ramos 2008). They represent allochthonous terranes that, following accretion, constitute part of the lithospheric framework in which continental arcs develop. Many, or most, probably represent fringing arcs that were separated from adjacent continental blocks by marginal basins that closed, leading to accretion. The collection of these accreted terranes that host younger arc magmatism is an integral part of subduction-related magmatism at Cordilleran margins. Such accreted terranes also include rifted continental ribbons and oceanic plateaus, or seamount chains. The initial accretionary structures are prone to remobilization as upper (subduction) plate thrust, strike-slip, or normal faults, although integrated upper plate deformation typically leads to a steep regional structural fabric at mid- to upper crustal arc levels (Saleeby et al. 2003, Gehrels et al. 2009), which ascending arc magmas mimic in their overall structural geometry.

7.3. Retroarc Thickening
Many compressional arcs have backarc fold and thrust belts dipping into the orogen (DeCelles 2004). The shortening associated with these structures is large (hundreds of kilometers), potentially doubling crust and mantle lithosphere thickness (Ducea 2001). Some of these shortening structures are preserved in the immediate vicinity or even within the arc regions themselves (Dunne & Walker 2004), whereas many others in the Americas are located further into the continental foreland.

On the one hand, mass balance considerations indicate that the crowding effect from retroarc shortening alone can freeze mantle wedge corner flow (DeCelles et al. 2009), therefore slowing down the normal asthenosphere-derived melt supply into the crust. On the other hand, it represents a mechanism for delivering melt-fertile crustal materials into the thickened lower crust and a potential trigger of flare-ups (Ducea 2001). Over 60% by volume of the well-studied arcs, such as the Sierra Nevada, were formed during flare-up events dominated by upper plate lithospheric (crust and mantle) material (Ducea & Barton 2007, Girardi et al. 2012), based on radiogenic isotopes, and follow major events of retroarc shortening by about 15–25 Myr in North America (DeCelles 2004). This observation led to the hypothesis that thermal relaxation driven by retroarc shortening and crustal thickening is a major trigger for high-flux magmatism in continental arcs (DeCelles et al. 2009).

7.4. Trench-Side Underplating and Relamination
More than half of modern trenches are erosive (von Huene & Scholl 1991, Clift & Vannucchi 2004, Stern 2011). The process by which sedimentary accumulations at trenches are removed and entrained with the slab is referred to as subduction erosion. What happens to the eroded material over the long term? Some is subducted to great depths into the mantle, but the majority is reincorporated into the upper plate (Hacker et al. 2015). Steady-state sediment melting or a steady-state influx of sediment into the upper plate via dehydration reactions (Plank & Langmuir 1998) cannot explain the cyclic nature of magmatism and the significant increases in upper plate materials during high-flux events. Instead, two mechanisms have been put forward to explain the en masse enrichment of upper crustal materials in some arcs (excepting the initiation of arcs across passive margins): tectonic underplating and relamination. Both require that large amounts of sedimentary and other crustal materials be transported rather catastrophically into the root zones of arcs and eventually undergo partial melting. Some investigators have even argued that mixing of trench-side partial melts of metasedimentary materials is the most significant process driving
silica enrichments in arc magmas (Castro et al. 2010). Tectonic underplating is a structural process by which trench sediments and parts of the forearc are thrust under the main arc during periods of shallow subduction; thrust sheets of upper plate material are transferred to the downgoing plate only to be reattached to the upper plate beneath the mid- to lower arc crust (Ducea et al. 2009). Relamination, in contrast, is a convective process by which large amounts of eroded sediment from the subducting plate detach and rise diapirically through the mantle wedge beneath arcs (Hacker et al. 2011). Both of these processes require large pulses of sediments to be subducted, unlike the continuous process of sediment subduction along a narrow subduction channel (Cloos & Shreve 1988). Examples of continental arcs that are underlain by synarc sediments transferred from the trench region are the Swakane gneiss in the Cascade core region (Gordon et al. 2010), the Salinian–Sierra de Salinas schist area in central coastal California (Kidder & Ducea 2006), and equivalents in southern California.

7.5. Convective Removal of Arc Roots

The making of large volumes of intermediate-silica, high-Sr/Y, and high-La/Yb magmas requires the formation of significant residues rich in pyroxenes, garnet, and amphibole (arclogites). Arclogites are convectively removed (i.e., delaminated) at the end of high-flux events, probably not as wholesale delamination events as once hypothesized (Kay & Kay 1993) but by progressive entrainment of small bodies into the convective circulation beneath the arc (Currie et al. 2015). Delamination of arc roots is a requirement constrained by both geochemistry (on average, arcs leave behind a feldspar-free residue not seen in the lower crust) and mass balance [shortening estimates from retroarc thrusting alone would require periods when lithosphere exceeded the depth to the slab interface (Ducea & Barton 2007)]. The process of arc root delamination has been intensely studied over the past decade in both island (Jull & Kelemen 2001, Jagoutz et al. 2013) and continental (Saleeby et al. 2003, Ducea et al. 2013) arcs. Most studies converge on the conclusion that the removal of pyroxene-rich materials in island arcs and arclogites in continental arcs, and their recycling into subarc mantle, is a common process for removing large amounts of low-silica residues, and one that keeps the mantle wedge open to corner flow. Geophysical evidence supports the idea that dense bodies dominated by pyroxene and lesser garnet float within the upper mantle beneath some arcs, such as the Sierra Nevada (Zandt et al. 2004, Jones et al. 2014), as evidenced by geologically recent (Pliocene) convective removal (Ducea & Saleeby 1998). In the case of the Sierra Nevada, the special plate tectonic circumstances of basal support by slab flattening followed by the rapid opening of a slab window seem to explain prolonged maintenance of the dense root in a gravitationally metastable state followed by rapid, even catastrophic, convective removal. Granulite residues, which form in thinner (or shorter-lived) arcs, in contrast, are not prone to delamination. Such residues represent a small proportion of those formed in a thicker continental arc that experienced one or multiple compressive (and flare-up) events.

7.6. Cyclic Behavior of Long-Lived Arcs

Continental arcs are characterized by relatively constant mafic melt production in the mantle wedge, although that can be decreased by crowding during shortening events from either the trench or the foreland side. Thickening events force filtration of mafic magmas into lower crustal reservoirs that ultimately flare up in large batholith-forming episodes (DeCelles et al. 2009), which leave behind large amounts of residues, mostly plagioclase-poor, pyroxene-dominated rocks. Pyroxenites and arclogites are convectively removed from the bottom of the lithospheric section (Currie et al. 2015). Following convective removal, the arc enters an extensional phase dominated
by easier access of mafic magmas to the upper crust, less involvement of preexisting upper plate lithosphere, and possible development of backarc basins (Figure 10). The cycle is repeated during later thickening events, which can be driven by either regional stresses or far-field changes in plate motions. The active arc locus overprints older arc products in forearc areas (e.g., the Jurassic arc in central Chile) or backarc areas (e.g., the Eocene arc in southern Peru and the Cambrian–Ordovician arcs in Argentina and Bolivia).

8. FROM ARCS TO STABLE CONTINENTS

Mature continental arcs have major elemental compositions similar to those of continental crust (Taylor & McLennan 1985, Rudnick & Gao 2003). Because magmatism in no other tectonic environment produces average upper crustal magmas so similar to bulk continental crust, any actualistic view of crustal growth has to consider such arcs as the principal factory for making continents. The mechanism for refining a felsic crust is straightforward to first order (Figure 5): a large, Andean-scale arc filter makes over ∼20–30-km-thick felsic batholith and large stratovolcano provinces (Ducea 2001, 2002), which are separated rather abruptly at depth by mafic to ultramafic roots that are prone to removal (Jagoutz & Behn 2013). Subsequent to convective removal, the remnant crust is felsic despite the significant input of new material from the mantle via basaltic melts (Jagoutz & Schmidt 2013). Arcs are then incorporated into collisional events and complete the Wilson cycle [e.g., the Gandese arc in northern Himalaya and southern Tibet (Ding et al. 2003)].

However, prior to the root-removal concepts that emerged over the past 15 years or so, scholars commonly postulated that island arcs were the factories of continental crust (Taylor & McLennan 1985). That model is one of arc formation in an oceanic-only subduction realm (similar to the Western Pacific today), followed by arc-continent collision. However the main magmatic products of island arcs are closer to basalt and are definitely less silica rich than the continents. Other important mismatches exist, such as the low K₂O concentrations of island arcs. But the trace elemental record of island arcs and their relatively shallow depths of fractionation and line of descent (<30 km) are consistent with the island arc model for continental generation: low Sr/Y, low La/Yb, and sizable Eu anomalies are present in both the average sedimentary record and most island arcs, but not in modern or young continental arcs. The trace elemental paradox is the main limitation to the hypothesis that continental crust was made over time in continental arcs whose ultramafic roots were then convectively removed.

One possible reconciliation for this paradox is that most continental crust was formed in short-lived arcs emplaced into thinned continental crust covered by thick accumulations of passive margin sediments, such as the Famatinian arc (Otamendi et al. 2012) and the Salinian arc (Chapman et al. 2014). This model, however, requires that the location of the arc migrate continuously before the crust is significantly thickened by magmatism, a condition that needs to be investigated in more detail. Alternatively, most continental crust may have been formed by mechanisms other than the plate tectonics–driven processes observed in the Phanerozoic (see Hawkesworth et al. 2010 for a review).

9. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Continental arcs represent the thickest and most diverse associations of igneous rocks on Earth. From top to bottom, they literally build an entire lithospheric section above a subduction zone. Although commonly studied from the perspective of a large-scale igneous process driven exclusively by plate tectonics, continental arcs would not diversify to their observed compositional complexities without various local and regional tectonic triggers: crustal thickening and development
Diagram showing the cyclic behavior of Andean arcs, alternating high-flux events that follow crustal thickening with lower-flux, more-mafic magmatism subsequent to convective removal of thick arc roots. Abbreviations: LAB, lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary; RTI, Rayleigh–Taylor instability. Figure modified with permission from DeCelles et al. (2009).

**Figure 10**
of retroarc fold and thrust belts, tectonic underplating of forearc sediments, (possible) reamination of subducted sediments, convective removal of roots, etc. Geochemical and isotopic variability in these arcs changes cyclically through time as a result of this tectonic forcing. Geochemically, the upper portions of these arcs yield average compositions that straddle the boundary between an andesite and a dacite, and the downward transition to a mafic to ultramafic residue underpinning is relatively abrupt. The residue is prone to convective removal in the mantle, the single most compelling process that drives continental crust toward a more silicic overall composition.

Major challenges and unresolved issues remain. Among them, the trace elemental budget of continental arcs must be reconciled with the fact that average continents, as preserved in the sedimentary record, do not require a garnet-rich residue, whereas igneous rocks, on average, do. The mechanisms by which the roots of arcs founder in the mantle remain poorly understood. Clearly, such arcs would not exist as composite batholiths without large amounts of residual material having been removed. Does that removal occur wholesale at large scales, or is it a continuous dripping process? These end-member models have significantly different consequences in terms of the structural evolution of arc regions. Finally, the realization that metasediments are commonly incorporated into arcs and can contribute significantly to the melt budget makes one rethink the significance of I-type versus S-type granites and the fact that a continuum of hybrid granitoids exists between these two end-members in continental arc environments.
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